
METHOS Refrigerated Multidecks

small footprint

Large variety 



Grand scale 
presentation 
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You can utilise all corners of your market with
Methos refrigerated multidecks. We manufac-
ture these multidecks in variably combinable
depths and models so that together with you
we can design your market to the best advan-
tage of your range of products. Regardless of
the size, all Methos multidecks require only a
small footprint. Give your market new shapes
and colours, show your line of products, fill
your cash register.

Methos makes the best    
of all floor space

Benefits for your business

Excellent merchandise display 

Exceptionally small footprint

Particularly high floor space utilisation 

Optimum lighting 

Suitable for all market layouts

Also available as roll-in cabinets
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Welcome 

Adaptable
We also think around corners



Planable
– it's all possible with Methos. Even more merchandising 
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The Methos adapts to all space conditions.
You can combine roll-in cabinets, refriger-
ated multidecks, crown ends, and straight
cases with outside and inside corners and of
course with other cabinets from Linde's
Evolution5 product range. They are all 
perfectly matched to create a complete, har-
monious overall picture. The Methos system
concept becomes apparent in each individ-
ual module and detail. We will naturally
deliver Methos to blend in with your com-
pany's colour scheme as well.

Change your approach. Redesign using
every trick of combinatorial analysis.

Methos XY Kopfmöbel

Display compartments
Here is where the inner qualities 
of the Methos come to light
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Combined Methos roll-in 
cabinets and refrigerated multidecks –  

Visibly connected, physically 
separated by a dividing wall

Combinatorial Analysis



Intelligent
– action down to the last detail
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Perfect convenience
The focus is always on
convenience products
resting on or hanging
from Methos display
hooks.

Optimum 
temperature control 
Switch and thermometer
units are available as an
option to control tempera-
tures even when the night
roller blind is closed.
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Methos in Detail

Convenient stocking
Telescope displays for
especially convenient
stocking and best-by
date checking.

Boundless 
merchandise display
Mirrored glass gives the
impression of an endless
abundance of space for
merchandise.

Open presentation 
Sloped floor racks pro-
vide a particularly good
view. Optional separator
racks always present 
an orderly display of
your merchandise.

Collision bumpers
The Methos remains un-
affected by shopping
carts banging into the
cabinet front. It is ro-
bust and has collision
bumpers mounted at
the appropriate places.



Dividers and end walls 
for flexible layout
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Vantis
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Methos

4-6°C
Methos
roll-in 

cabinet

Clear separating and connecting 
If, due to prevailing structural conditions, you would like to combine 
shelves of various depths and models, our dividing walls connect them all
to form a well-balanced whole. Dividing walls have advantages in all re-
spects. They cut procurement and installation costs since each divider re-
places two end walls and additionally lengthens the width of the display
area. The harmonious transition points between the shelves enhance the
visual appearance. This creates more freedom of layout planning since it
is even easier to install around utility supply equipment, columns, and
projecting wall sections. All in all, a 'dividing' solution that 'multiplies'
sales in the long run.

End walls
Both open and closed end walls provide you maximum freedom
for planning the market layout. Fully glazed and partially glazed,
closed with or without inside mirroring.

Room to manoeuvre 
All product ranges and
types of presentation are
easily possible.



xxxxx
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Technical Data 

Methos straight cases and crown ends: Case height 2,040 mm, temperature range 3 = 2/4°C, 4/6°C

Methos 64.A3 Methos 74.A3 Methos 84.A3 Methos 84.CE A3

Methos straight cases and crown ends: Case height 2,220 mm, temperature range 3 = 2/4°C, 4/6°C

Methos 64.A3 L Methos 74.A3 L Methos 84.A3 L Methos 84.CE A3 L

Methos straight cabinets (Modules) 125 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 1,330 1,960 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)

3 2/4  4/6 2/4  4/6 2/4  4/6 2/4  4/6

Total display area (sq metres)

Methos 64.A3 2.75 4.15 5.55 8.30
Methos 64.A3 L 3.25 4.90 6.55 9.80
Methos 74.A3 3.40 5.10 6.80 10.15
Methos 74.A3 L 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
Methos 84.A3 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
Methos 84.A3 L 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05

Methos    64  . A3    LType code

Product line

Detail information: inside height = 222 cm

Temperature range = 3 (2/4, 4/6°C)

Bottom cabinet = 60 cm 
Front height = 40 cm 



Custom-made 
for your business
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Methos straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,040 mm, temperature range 4 = 0/2°C

Methos 64.A4 Methos 74.A4 Methos 84.A4 Methos 84.CE A4

Methos straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,220 mm, temperature range 4 = 0/2°C

Methos 64.A4 L Methos 74.A4 L Methos 84.A4 L Methos 84.CE A4 L

Methos straight cabinets (Modules) 125 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 1,330 1,960 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)

4 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

Total display area (sq metres)

Methos 64.A4 2.25 3.40 4.55 6.80
Methos 64.A4 L 2.75 4.15 5.55 8.30
Methos 74.A4 2.75 4.15 5.55 8.30
Methos 74.A4 L 3.40 5.10 6.80 10.15
Methos 84.A4 3.25 4.90 5.85 9.80
Methos 84.A4 L 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
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Methos    64  . A5    LType code

Product line

Detail information: inside height = 222 cm

Temperature range = 5 (-1/1°C)

Bottom cabinet = 60 cm 
Front height = 40 cm 

Methos straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,040 mm, temperature range 5 = -1/1°C

Methos 64.A5 Methos 74.A5 Methos 84.A5 Methos 84.CE A5

Methos straight cases and crown end cabinets: Case height 2,220 mm, temperature range 5 = -1/1°C

Methos 64.A5 L Methos 74.A5 L Methos 84.A5 L Methos 84.CE A5 L

Methos straight cabinets (Modules) 125 188 250 375
Lengths including 
end walls (40 mm each) (mm) 1,330 1,960 2,580 3,830

Temperature range (°C)

5 -1/1 -1/1 -1/1 -1/1

Total display area (sq metres)

Methos 64.A5 2.75 4.15 5.55 8.30
Methos 64.A5 L 3.25 4.90 6.55 9.80
Methos 74.A5 3.40 5.10 6.80 10.15
Methos 74.A5 L 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
Methos 84.A5 4.00 6.00 8.05 12.05
Methos 84.A5 L 4.75 7.15 9.55 14.30

Technical Data 
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Linde Kältetechnik GmbH & Co. KG · Sürther Hauptstrasse 173 · D-50999 Cologne
Phone ++49 (2236) 601-01 · Fax ++49 (2236) 601-154 · www.linde-kaeltetechnik.de

The refrigerated cabinets we manufacture today set the
standard for tomorrow. The Evolution5 product range
from Linde gives every market a dynamic and sales-
oriented appearance.

The capability of being able to combine refrigerated dis-
play cabinets ensures greatest possible flexibility
in presenting merchandise. The refrigerated display 
cabinet architecture enables maximum utilisation of
floor space. Display cabinet styling that places the
focus on products - perfectly. The colour concept
can be tailored individually to all product assortments
and market furnishings. Reliable temperature 
control is guaranteed. Low energy consumption.
With numerous fittings and accessories to meet all
of your individual needs.

Linde Evolution5 creates ideal shopping conditions
in every market.

Supply 
meeting the demand


